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Step 5: Online Course Revisions  
 
Category Recommended Best Practices Notes 

Course Design   
 Is the current course structure working?  

 
Is a reorganization of the course needed in order to reduce 
the number of and/or change the names of buttons and 
sections? 

 

 Is a universal design present for the course navigation?  
 Is there a universal design present for organizing content 

and tools? 
 

 Are all the tools and buttons necessary or can some be 
turned off? 

 

 Are there additional tools or buttons that need to be turned 
on? 

 

 Is there a consistent structure in each module of the 
course? 

 

 Are there orientation materials used in the course or an 
orientation to the course available? 

 

 Are announcements used that contain pertinent course 
information? 

 

 Is the syllabus structured for online learning?  

 Are deadlines established for students to keep them on 
track with course work? 

 

 Is a universal design used for file formats, document 
structures, and styles for online course materials? 

 

 

Are Rich Text Format (RTF) documents used, rather than 
Microsoft Word documents? (RTF documents can be 
opened by all word processing programs were Word 
documents can’t be.) 

 

 Is the course ADA compliant?   

 Can students with disabilities use the graphics, tables, and 
files available within the course? 

 

Student Interaction   

 Are student’s cognitive styles being matched through the 
online course materials and teaching methods? 

 

 Are the learning objectives using appropriate instructional 
methods to reach all students? 

 

 Are there flexible, formative assessments for students with 
different cognitive styles that scaffold learning? 

 

 Are different types of active and collaborative learning 
activities and methods incorporated in the course? 

 

 Are small groups used in the course to build more student 
interaction and collaboration? 

 

 Is there quality participation in online discussions?  

 Are the readings and reviews of online discussions 
managed efficiently? 

 

 Are current technological tools utilized to promote learning 
in the course? 

 

 Are tools and/or strategies used to help prevent cheating  
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and plagiarism? 

 Are rubrics and/or class assessment techniques 
incorporated in grading? 

 

 Is an online course evaluation used in the course? Are you 
using the Bb Survey Tool? 

 

Course Content   
 Is the course content current/up-to-date?  
 Are there any empty folders or items?  

 Are all buttons leading to the correct content?  

 Are all internal links working? (Are able to open PowerPoint 
Slides, Word processing documents, etc.) 

 

 Are all external web links working? (No broken links or links 
that lead to a dead end, etc.) 

 

 Are all images viewable, no broken links to images, etc.?  

 Is multimedia content, such as audio, video, or web 
resources used in the course? 

 

 Are there needs for using multimedia content in the course?  

 Would you like to use multimedia in the course?  

 

Are the appropriate plug-ins available for applications within 
the course or linked to a location where they can be found? 
(Such as PowerPoint Viewer, Flash & Shockwave Players, 
Adobe Acrobat Reader, etc.) 

 

 
 


